
Yorkshire League Div. 6                 Wensleydale 17 Brighouse B 3               8th Jan. 2017 

We had a pleasant drive up to Middleham for this match with our best team, on paper, for a long time, 

but despite the inclusion of A Team regulars Neil & John for the first time the day ended in much 

disappointment. 

The first round was a sign of things to come as we started with a 25-imp deficit and only one positive 

score, albeit a good one when Kevin & Chris's opponents failed to find 3NT bid and made elsewhere 

on Board 7 for +10 imps. We lost 6 imps on the first board when Paul & Ingrid bid short of game and 5 

on the next as Chris & Pauline's opponents were the only ones to bid 3NT, others going off in 4H or 

making nine tricks in 2NT. Chris & Pauline thought that we would profit from Board 3 when their 

opponents amazingly bid 6S knowing that two key cards were missing, but unfortunately their plus 

100 was cancelled out by Neil & John going one off in 5H. A further 10 imps were lost on Board 8 

when Chris & Pauline were the only pair not to defeat 4H.  

The second round was our best of the match, but even this finished with -1 imp despite Neil & John 

making two slams not found anywhere else. These were 6NT on Board 9 (+13 imps) and 6H on Board 

14 (+11 imps). 11 imps were lost on Board 15 when Chris & Pauline's opponents bid a slam in 6S and 

10imps were lost on Board 12 when Paul & Ingrid had a bidding mishap and were the only pair not in 

game. On Board 16 one pair from each side made 3NT+1 and the other pairs went off in 5C. 

After a pleasant tea of sandwiches, quiche, pork pie and excellent cakes (where was the 

Wensleydale?) we had our worst round of the match with a series of mini-disasters, costing us 

another 30 imps for -56 imps altogether.  We lost 8 imps when Paul & Ingrid went 5-off, undoubled, on 

Board 19, 7 imps when they failed to bid or make game on Board 21, 6 imps when their opponents 

were the only ones to make 3NT on Board 22 (although one pair made 1NT+3) and 13 imps when 

they were again the only pair to concede 3NT. The only small consolation of the round was when Neil 

& John's stretch to 5HX= gained us +5 imps. 

Our misery continued in the final round with three big minuses on the first four boards, starting with -7 

imps on the first when Neil & John went one-off in 4H, making 10, 11 and 9 tricks elsewhere (but the 

latter only bid to 2H) and -10imps on the next when only Kevin & Chris's opponents found game in 

Spades. Board 28 saw the ultimate disaster, however, when both opposition pairs made slams (one in 

6NT and one in 6H), Chris & Pauline stopping in 3NT+3 and Kevin & Chris bidding 7NT-1. The latter 

pair, and Chris & Pauline, had been defending for almost the entire match so a degree of frustration 

had no doubt crept in. Also, the slams only made on a 50:50 finesse! Nevertheless -20 imps on a 

single board! Amazingly we actually pulled back these 20 imps on the final four boards to add a 

veneer of respectability to the final score, including Neil & John being the only pair to double a 

doomed 4S contract bid everywhere, but with a 6-0 trump break, and Paul & Ingrid's opponents failing 

to bid game on the final board (+7 imps for each of these). So -74 imps overall for a 3-17 hammering! 

Unfortunately Paul & Ingrid, usually a consistently reliable pair for many years, had a rare off-day with 

the rest of the scores balancing out pretty evenly.  

BRIGHOUSE B PAIRS 1st ROUND 2nd ROUND 3rd ROUND 4th ROUND TOTAL 

Chris & Pauline -1960 -2940 -1760 +480 -6180 

Neil & John +1140 +4420 +1890 -1080 +6370 

Kevin & Chris -1180 -2940 -1350 -1380 -6850 

Paul & Ingrid +980 +1600 -240 -250 +2090 

WENSLEYDALE PAIRS      

Chris & Julia +1960 -4420 +1350 +250 -860 

Aldo & Sue -1140 +2940 +240 -480 +1560 

Anthony & Susan +1180 -1600 +1760 +1080 +2420 

Carol & Alison -980 +2940 -1890 +1380 +1450 

 


